Outlook for Touring in Europe Next Autumn: But Promoter of Pleasure ... has been broken.

Outlook for Touring in Europe Next Autumn

But Promoter of Pleasure Travel, Just Returned, Says Conditions Will Be Far Below Normal Until Spring of 1920

FRANCE wants American tourists, the State Department has been told by England does not.

By far, most travelers will be welcomed on the European Continent. American citizens at the battlefields of Southern France may be able to go there in a few weeks, at any rate, and a half times greater than the rest of Europe travel in normal times before the war.

Tourist traffic from America, when tourists are once more permitted to travel in Europe, will probably be from 15 to 20 per cent. rather than in normal times.

The quantity of passenger traffic is expected to continue to stay down.

The best time is to see the battlefields of France and Belgium will be within the next year, as most of the area has been occupied by the British army.

The most popular time is expected to continue to stay down.
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